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ABSTRACT
The automated extraction of semantically meaningful infor-
mation from multi-modal data is becoming increasingly nec-
essary due to the escalation of captured data for archival. A
novel area of multi-modal data labelling, which has received
relatively little attention, is the automatic estimation of the
most dominant person in a group meeting. In this paper,
we provide a framework for detecting dominance in group
meetings using different audio and video cues. We show that
by using a simple model for dominance estimation we can
obtain promising results.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing indexing methods

General Terms
Algorithms, Human Factors

Keywords
meetings, dominance modelling, audio-visual feature extrac-
tion, data annotation

1. INTRODUCTION
We address the problem of finding dominance in group

meeting scenarios. Applications include corporate recruit-
ment where it is important to observe how candidates con-
tribute to the group dynamic in collaborative team environ-
ments. Such a task is also important for analysing employee
performance in corporate team building exercises. We fo-
cus on extracting a quantifiable measure of dominance from
audio and video meeting data, and choose deliberately not
to provide a prior definition of dominance for the experi-
ments presented here since it is multi-faceted and can differ
across people. Instead, we use multiple annotator consensus
to define it and through this, we can investigate if certain
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audio and/or video features correspond well with human
judgement. A more detailed discussion of dominance and
its relation to the perception of power can be found in [7].
We present and compare results using fully and partially au-
tomated methods for feature extraction to identify the most
dominant person in a group meeting.

Early work in the area of automatic modelling of dom-
inance in conversations was suggested by Basu et al. [2]
who used networked Markov chains to represent the in-
terrelations between agents in synthetic data. They also
showed preliminary results using human-human interaction
data where two out of five participants were pre-selected
to debate for one minute. Their model was able to detect
who the two debating participants were using manually la-
belled speaker turns, speaking energy, pitch, rate, and also
region-based motion energy and blob tracking. This work,
however, did not provide a conclusive study of how each of
the individual features affected the performance of the in-
fluence detection. Furthermore, the conversational setting
was rather specific.

Another study of group dominance in scripted meeting
scenarios was proposed by Zhang et al. [11] using a two-
level dynamic Bayesian network where individual and group-
level states were modelled separately. Audio and speech
transcription-based features were used, and participant speak-
ing length was shown to perform well as a baseline measure
of ranked dominance in 30 five-minute scripted meetings.
Semantically higher level features for determining dominance
rankings from meetings were proposed in [8], which extracted
three categories of features related to individual speech be-
haviour, aspects of the interaction, and meeting semantics.
These were all extracted using manual speech transcriptions
of the meetings; the robust automated extraction of some of
them would be a non-trivial problem.

Until now, little work has systematically investigated the
automatic estimation of dominance in natural, non-scripted
group meetings scenarios using audio and video features.
Also, how individual audio and video features correlate with
perceptions of dominance has not been fully addressed. Here
we tackle both problems and hypothesise that dominance in
group meetings correlates with high dynamic levels of human
activity, which can be represented by relatively primitive
features extracted from audio and/or video sensor data. An
additional contribution is the generation of a dominance-



Figure 1: Plan view of the meeting room set up.

annotated meeting data set for experimentation.
In the remainder of this paper, Section 2 will describe

the features that we have chosen to measure dominance as
well as the data generation and annotation process. Section
3 will present our experimental results and discussions and
Section 4 concludes and discusses possible future work.

2. FRAMEWORK
The aim of our work is to identify which features are

well correlated with the most dominant person in a meet-
ing. First we use speaking length and energy, as suggested
by [2]. We also extract features from video since non-verbal
cues can also affect perceptions of dominance [9].

Four different types of audio and video features were cho-
sen for classifying dominance. Firstly, audio features were
extracted as speaker-turn segmentations and speaking en-
ergy for each participant using high-quality audio captured
by personal head-set microphones. In addition, we used
speaker segmentations estimated from a single audio source
by automated speaker diarization. Secondly, both real and
binary-valued video features were extracted to measure mo-
tion activity from compressed MPEG-4 video. For the clas-
sification task, we took each of the extracted measures in-
dividually and chose the person who had the highest total
value to be the most dominant.

2.1 Data and Annotation
The publicly available Augmented Multiparty Interaction

(AMI) meeting corpus [3] was used for our work. The data
was captured in a room consisting of a table, slide screen,
and whiteboard (see Figure 1). A microphone array and
close-view cameras were set in the middle of the table to
capture localised activity. Headset microphones are also
available for each participant.

Natural non-scripted meeting data was produced in a role-
play scenario where four members of a team were asked to
design a remote control device over a series of sessions. Each
participant was given a role such as ‘project manager’ be-
forehand. In each case, the participants were not requested
to act in a particular way so that natural behaviour and en-
gagement with the task and their respective roles could be
captured. In addition, each session was assigned a timetable
of activites for the meeting, e.g. one person giving a presen-
tation to the rest of the group or an open discussion.

A total of 59 five-minute meeting segments from 11 ses-
sions were provided for multi-observer annotation. 21 an-
notators were split into groups of 3 such that each group
always annotated the same segments. For each watched seg-

Figure 2: Example screenshot from the meeting
videos which were used for annotation.

ment, annotators were asked to rank the participants, from
1 (most) to 4 (least), according to their level of perceived
dominance. They watched each segment using a video player
with audio and video streams as shown in Figure 2 where
three synchronised videos from the rear and side cameras
were amalgamated. Annotators were not given any initial
definition of dominance but were asked to provide a free-
form verbal description on completion of the annotations.

From the study described above, we targeted the task of
automatically classifying the most dominant person in each
meeting. Only the meetings where every annotator agreed
on the most dominant person was used which provided a
ground truth data set of 34 five-minute meeting segments
representing almost 3 hours of data.

2.2 Audio Features
Two different approaches were used to find the speaking

length of each participant. The first uses audio signals from
individual headset microphones to generate a reliable mea-
sure of both individual speaking length and energy. The
second uses data from a single audio source, which requires
the identification of both the speakers and their speaking
turns.

2.2.1 Speaker Energy and Length Using Individual
Sources

Using four sources, speaking energy was extracted using
the root mean square amplitude of the audio signal over a
sliding time window for each audio track. A window of 40ms
was used with a 10ms time shift. Speaker turns were then
segmented using a thresholded version of the absolute values
where 1 represented speaking and 0 indicated silence.

2.2.2 Speaker Diarization Using a Single Source
Our approach extends [10] where given a single-channel

audio signal, an agglomerative method is applied to per-
form both the segmentation of the audio track into speaker-
homogeneous time segments and grouping into speaker clus-
ters. Although the data was recorded by an 8-microphone
array, we wish to solve the problem using a single mono
source where all channels are amalgamated by delay sum-
mation. The audio track is then converted into 19th or-
der Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients using a frame size of
10ms. A speech/non-speech detector was then used to filter
non-speech regions before subsequent processing.

The algorithm is initialised using a much greater number
of clusters than possible speakers (usually 16) where the ini-
tial segmentation is generated by randomly assigning equal-
length segments of the audio track to each speaker cluster.
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) are then trained on these
initial segmentations. Each speaker is also represented by
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) where each state is a seg-
ment of minimum duration of typically 2.5 s. The states of
each speaker HMM are connected together, so that speaker
turns are represented by a state transition. The algorithm
performs the following loop:



(a) (b)
Figure 3: Example output from the compressed do-
main video feature extraction. (a) Motion vectors,
(b) Residual coding bit-rate.

1. (Re-)Segmentation: Compute the likelihood of each
segment to belong to one of the GMMs. Find a path in the
connected speaker HMMs that maximizes the likelihood for
all states using the Viterbi algorithm. Re-segment the audio
track.

2. (Re-)Training: Given the new segmentation of the au-
dio track, compute new GMMs for each of them.

3. Cluster Merging: Given the new GMM, find two mod-
els that best represent the same speaker by computing the
minimum description length/Bayesian information criterion
(MDL/BIC) score of each of the individual models and their
combination. If the score of the merged GMM is less than
or equal to the sum of the individual scores, merge the two
models and loop back to the segmentation step using the
updated GMMs. Continue until no pair is found.

More detailed descriptions of the method can be found in
[1,10]. Since speaker diarization is an unsupervised learning
technique, the clusters need to be labelled with real speaker
identities. This was performed by matching the speaker-
turn segmentation extracted using individual sources, to the
cluster with the longest speaking time by finding the lowest
sum of absolute difference.

2.3 Motion Activity from Compressed Video
Some of the video processing used for compression can be

reused in video analysis using computationally inexpensive
methods [5]. Using compressed videos from the close-view
cameras, we extracted the motion vector magnitude and the
residual coding bit-rate, as an estimate of personal activity
levels.

Motion vectors, as shown in Figure 3(a), are obtained es-
sentially through block matching from motion compensation
during video encoding. This can be interpreted as crude ap-
proximations of the optical flow [6], where their magnitudes
indicate the degree of translational motion at each block lo-
cation. For our dataset, we used an MPEG-4 encoder with a
group-of-picture (GOP) size of 250 frames and a {I-P-P-...}
structure where the first frame (I) is Intra-coded, and the
rest (P) are predicted frames.

After motion compensation, the transform coefficients of
the residual signal (the difference between the block to be
encoded and its prediction from the reference frame) are
quantized and entropy encoded. The residual coding bit-
rate is the number of bits needed to encode the residual
signal. While the motion vector captures gross block trans-
lation, it may fail to represent non-rigid motion such as the
lips moving. However, the residual coding bit-rate captures
such motion, since temporal change can be detected at finer
spatial granularity resulting in a higher residual energy and

resultant encoding rate, as shown in Figure 3(b). In combi-
nation with the motion vector magnitude, it provides com-
plementary evidence for motion activity.

For each meeting participant, we would like to detect
when they are in view, and also estimate activity levels with-
out dynamic background clutter. To do this, we have im-
plemented a block-level skin-color detector working entirely
in the compressed domain which can detect head and hand
regions. The chrominance discrete cosine transform coef-
ficients in the I frames were applied to a skin-color detec-
tor [4]. The position of these skin-coloured blocks are then
estimated and propagated for the subsequent P frames for
the duration of the GOP structure using the motion vector
information.

To detect when a participant is not in view, we threshold
the number of visible skin-colored blocks with 2% of the total
number of blocks in one frame. If the participant is visible,
we measure their motion activity by using either the motion
vector magnitude or residual coding bit-rate. To compute
the normalized motion activity from the motion vector mag-
nitude for participant i in frame t, we first calculate its av-
erage, vi(t), over the skin-colored blocks in each frame. For
each participant in each meeting, we then find the median of
the average motion vector magnitude over all frames where
the participant is in view. Next, we compute the average of
the medians, v̄, for all the participants. Finally, the motion
activity level from motion vector for participant i in frame
t, vn

i (t), is computed by normalizing as follows:

vn
i (t) =

{
vi(t)
2v̄

vi(t) < 2v̄

1 vi(t) ≥ 2v̄
(1)

The motion activity level from residual coding bit-rate is
also normalized in a similar fashion. Note that if a partici-
pant is not detected in a frame, they are assumed to be pre-
senting at the slide screen, and is assigned an activity level
of 1 for that frame for both the real and thresholded binary
output features. To measure dominance, the motion activ-
ity features that we used were (i) motion activity level from
motion vectors; (ii) motion activity level from the residual
coding bit-rate; and (iii) the average motion activity from
the motion vectors and residual coding bitrate.

3. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments can be divided into three parts: simple

audio features, speaking length using speaker diarization,
and motion activity from the compressed domain. For the
simple audio features, total speaking length and energy were
used. From the motion activity features extracted from the
compressed domain, we compared the performance of mo-
tion activity estimation based on motion vectors, the resid-
ual coding bitrate, and also their combination. For these
cases, we generated both real-valued and thresholded binary
measures of the motion activity for each participant. Table
1 shows the classification performance of the features.

Table 1 shows that total speaking length and energy gen-
erally perform well. They did not return the same output
for each meeting, even though their overall performance was
similar, indicating a possible complementary aspect of the
two features. The total speaking length estimated from
the speaker diarization shows that, while there are improve-
ments to be made, the results are already competitive. Er-
rors that occurred are due to estimation problems within
the temporal overlap between speaker turns.

Regarding the motion activity features, they performed



less well compared to the other features, but the results were
considerably better than chance (which would result in 25%
classification accuracy). This indicates that these features
also have discriminative power. While motion, bitrate, and
their combination performed similarly, a closer look at the
results revealed that there were some differences in which
meetings the misclassifications occur. Also, in the meetings
where all the features misclassified the most dominant per-
son, the two biggest source of errors were: (i) false detection
of when a participant is not in the close-up view due to
skin-color detection errors; and (ii) that the most dominant
person was not the one who moved the most.

Overall, it was interesting to observe that in some cases
where the audio features failed the motion features were
successful. This suggests that there may be some comple-
mentary aspect of the features which should be further in-
vestigated in the context of feature fusion.

The automated feature extraction process could also have
been improved. For example, with the automated speaker
diarization, we found that the number of clusters that was
extracted did not always correspond to the number of meet-
ing participants. This is unlikely to have affected the clas-
sification accuracy greatly since we only needed to find the
cluster with the longest total speaking time. In addition, the
gap in performance between the speaker segmentations us-
ing the headset microphones indicates that there are still in-
accuracies in the diarization which could be improved. Fur-
thermore, automatic assignment of the speaker clusters to
named participants would be desirable. The motion activ-
ity estimation can also become inaccurate if hands enter the
frame sporadically or if people are at the slidescreen, away
from their seats.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our work indicates that, for the 34 meeting segments in

which the most dominant person was reliably decoded by all
annotators, our investigated audio cues were able to classify
the most dominant person with relatively good accuracy.
Also, our compressed-domain video features performed less
well but still provided some discrimination, especially when
the motion vectors and residual bit-rate measures were com-
bined. While the results using speaking length or energy
perform quite well, we emphasise that only a subset of all
possible meetings was selected and more work needs to be
done in analysing more subtle group behaviours related to
dominance.

This initial study serves as the starting point for further
research on perceptual cues and models for dominance. We
plan to reduce the complexity of the speaker diarization al-
gorithm since it is computationally intensive. For the com-

Method Classification Accuracy
Total Speaking Length 85%
Total Speaking Energy 82%

Total Speaking Length Using
Speaker Diarization

74%

Total Motion Motion Vectors 55%
Activity: Bitrate 47%
Real Values Combination 53%
Total Motion Motion Vectors 59%
Activity: Bitrate 56%
Binary Values Combination 62%

Chance 25%

Table 1: Most dominant person detection results.

pressed domain video features, it may be possible to better
estimate when someone is not in their seat by processing
other camera views. Furthermore, other higher-level video
features could be promising (e.g. gaze) and will be investi-
gated. The issue of multimodal fusion is another open area.
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